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Combined View Generation through the Utilization of two Equal Displays
Positioned at two Different Distances

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method to combine two projections utilizing two video
displays positioned at two different distances. The method utilizes two equal
video displays, two beam splitters and two convex lenses. The combined
projection will provide a center effective higher resolution projection.

The diagram of this optical system

The diagram of this optical system is given below.
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The entity list of the optical system.

Entity one:
The video display one which is utilized to generate the central view.
Entity two:
The non-transparent black colored part one.
Entity three:
The non-transparent black colored part two.
Entity four:
The space between the video display one and the transparent material plate
one of the convex lens utilized by the video display one.
Entity five:
The transparent material plate one of the convex lens utilized by the video
display one.
Entity six:
The convex lens utilized by the video display one.
Entity seven:
The transparent material plate two of the convex lens utilized by the video
display one.
Entity eight:
The non-transparent black colored part three.
Entity nine:
The non-transparent black colored part four.
Entity ten:
The space between the transparent- material plate two of the convex lens
utilized by the video display one and the commonly utilized beam splitter.
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Entity eleven:
The non-transparent black colored part five.
Entity twelve:
The video display two which is utilized to generate the surrounding view.
Entity thirteen:
The center black colored section of the video display two which is utilized to
generate the surrounding view.
Entity fourteen:
The commonly utilized beam splitter.
Entity fifteen:
The transparent material plate one of the convex lens utilized by the video
display two.
Entity sixteen:
The convex lens utilized by the video display two.
Entity seventeen:
The center hollow part of the convex lens utilized by the video display two.
Entity eighteen:
The transparent material plate two of the convex lens utilized by the video
display two.
Entity nineteen:
The main viewing beam splitter.
Entity twenty:
The eye of the user.
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The central view generating method

The video display one labelled as entity one will display the content that is
utilized in generating the central view. This video display is of size S and of
resolution R. The projection resulting from the content that this video display
displays will travel through the convex lens labelled as the entity six after passing
through the gap labelled as entity four. After travelling through the convex lens
labelled as the entity six, the projection will travel a through the gap labelled as
entity ten. The projection which travelled through the gap labelled as entity ten
will pass through the commonly utilized beam splitter labelled as entity
fourteen. This beam splitter labelled as entity fourteen have the property that
of the light beam it received, it will let fifty percent of that light pass through it
while reflecting the other fifty percent of light off it. The projection described
before after travelling through the commonly utilized beam splitter labelled as
entity fourteen with the before mentioned light brightness reduction property,
will further travel with its brightness reduced by half. This brightness reduced by
half projection at this point will appear comparatively smaller than its original
size of area occupied on the convex lens labelled as entity six, due to the distance
it travelled from the convex lens labelled as entity six. The size of appearance
reduced projection passes through the center hollow part of the convex lens
labelled as entity seventeen. The projection which passed through the center
hollow part of the convex lens labelled as entity seventeen will be subjected to
reflection by the main viewing beam splitter labelled as entity nineteen. This
reflected projection will travel towards the eye of the user of this optical device
labelled as entity twenty.
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The surrounding view generating method

The video display two labelled as entity twelve will display the content that is
utilized in generating the surrounding view. This video display is of size S and of
resolution R. This video display will only utilize the surrounding section of the
display to display content which excludes the central portion of the display. The
central portion of this display is displayed in black color and is labelled as the
entity thirteen. The projection resulting from the content that this video display
displays will travel towards the commonly utilized beam splitter labeled as the
entity fourteen. This beam splitter labelled as entity fourteen have the property
that of the light beam it received, it will let fifty percent of that light pass through
it while reflecting the other fifty percent of light off it. The projection described
before after reflecting off the commonly utilized beam splitter labelled as entity
fourteen with the before mentioned light brightness reduction property, will
further travel with its brightness reduced by half. This brightness reduced by half
projection will travel through the convex lens labelled as entity sixteen. Of the
projection mentioned before (with the black colored center portion), only the
surrounding section (which excludes the center black colored region) will
interact with the convex lens labelled as entity sixteen. The projection of the
black colored region labelled as entity thirteen after reflecting off the commonly
utilized beam splitter labelled as entity fourteen will produce an entity with no
incoming light region. This no light region will enable only the projection
originating from a distance of the video display one labelled as entity one to pass
through the hollow section of the convex lens labelled as entity seventeen. The
projection from the video display two labelled as entity twelve with its central
black colored portion labelled as entity thirteen which turned as a whole into a
center-no-light projection after the reflection process, after interacting with the
convex lens labeled as entity sixteen will travel towards the main viewing beam
splitter labelled as entity nineteen. Upon the second reflection process that was
made possible by the utilization of the main viewing beam splitter labelled as
entity nineteen the center-no-light projection will travel towards the eye of the
user of this optical device labelled as entity twenty.
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The light blocking method

Five non-transparent black colored parts labelled as entity two, entity three,
entity eight, entity nine and entity eleven prevent light from the outside world
from entering this optical system.

The combined projection method

The two projections that are generated in this method (the central view
projection and the surrounding view projection), will provide a combined
projection experience. In this combined projection the central area will provide
an effectively higher resolution (pixel dense area).

The application of the method.

This optical configuration could be utilized as dual units (two optical units for
the two eyes of the user) in horizontal configuration on a virtual content viewing
head worn device.
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